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The Technology of Perfection
RODO TISNADO

ARCHITECTURE AND TECHNOLOGY

Talking about architecture and technology as though they were two different things is almost a self-
contradiction. Architecture is necessarily technological. When architecture uses technology it gives

meaning to it. It is the work of the architect to give meaning to a building. That meaning is the

transition of a building towards a work of architecture, a piece of the city.

THE CITY AND ARCHITECTURE

The city is a social invention of the ‘human beast’. Human beings are fragile animals who need to

mature slowly. After millions of years of slow Darwinian evolution, a Chinese person still needs

twenty years to master his own language.

Fortunately about ten thousand years ago, the human animal invented the city, a place where he

could find protection: outside the city there was no security. In French, in the word ville (city)

there is the word vie (life).

The city is not the invention of one man, it is society as a whole that invented the city and gives it

its directions for development. The city also cannot be the invention of an architect. Societies make

cities but they give architects the possibility to make them evolve. By creating buildings and their

environment, architects create the visible part of the city. The rest is a fact of society.

Architecture-Studio prefers to work in cities. Our means and our reasoning are more obviously

useful in a context that is rich in history than out in the countryside. The city is the domain of the

urban, which is forcibly artificial. In the city there is life, but artificial life. A tree is no longer a tree.

Are there cats in the countryside?

TECHNOLOGICAL SPACE

There are several ways to create technological architecture. In another time, architects used a method

which consisted in rendering visible the technical ‘guts’ of a building. We are more inclined to cre-
ate technological space where the technology is invisible.
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PRACTISING TECHNOLOGY

The city of Dunkirk decided to transform its old mercantile port into the headquarters of a new

Coastal University. After a competition, the city asked us to transform the old tobacco warehous-
es into a Faculty of Climatic Engineering. We made use of the existing structure having emptied

it of its floors. The empty shell became a leisure space for the faculty, and a location for local cele-
brations. We also made use of the existing street adding a new crossing point. We then covered the

whole with a ‘wave’ made of aluminium. The nearby waves of the sea were thus metaphorically

continued into the structure itself. Former port workers can still walk through this space that has

been converted into classrooms where their children prepare for the professions of the future. The

transition is thus made between the old port, with its dying traditional activities, its workers and

the new school with its students. Technology here makes use of the poetry of the place... poetry

about technology.

THE TECHNOLOGY OF TRANSPARENCY

The European Parliament in Strasbourg is the largest project ever carried out by Architecture-
Studio (pls. 156, 157). This is the vessel of democracy. But there can be no democracy without

institutional transparency. The chambers must be able to receive seven hundred parliamentarians.

Because it is necessary to be able to transmit television images directly from the chambers, it was

necessary to completely enclose the space. And yet democracy implies great transparency. The

elliptical wooden volume of the chambers is integrated into the main structure opposite the water.

A transparent façade forty metres high reveals the intensity of parliamentary debate through a

fibre-optic system integrated into the wooden shell. Technology and transparency are the guaran-
tee of democracy.

THE TECHNOLOGY OF PERFECTION

It took twelve years to build a small church in Paris in an area blighted by the urban experiments

of the modern era, an area at the limits of the urban zone (pls. 158, 159). We protected the sac-
red space in a perfect wooden cube, “L’Arche d’alliance”, made of a web of stainless steel as

perfect as possible. This web serves at once as a link to the urban space and creates the necessary

distance between the functions of the church and the city. The believer moves from his daily frag-
mented space to the sacred space. The interior is also made of wood, measured by the technol-
ogy of perfection.

THE TECHNOLOGY OF MATERIALS

The Law Courts of Caen resemble an aggressive vessel born of a plan to renovate the urban core.

A person who comes here to receive justice is necessarily intimidated. The image of justice is not

smooth and homogenous but composite. It interrogates by its very presence. By way of contrast we

have designed the interiors with humanity and softness in mind. The visitor enters the main hall

In 1981 when President Mitterrand launched his grands projets in Paris it was to enrich the city. We

were fortunate enough to win the competition for the Arab World Institute (IMA) with Jean Nou-
vel (pls. 162, 163). It is because of this building that we came into contact with the Aga Khan

Award in the late 1980s.

The IMA, an association of France with Arab countries, was intended as a kind of showroom of

French technology in the presence of the new wealth of the Arab world – oil, an old, well-known

product which had not until then been very expensive. Our response to this commission had to be

up to the cultural importance given to the project in France and elsewhere. It was necessary to ex-
press the wealth of the Arab architectural heritage in a technological space. The geometric design

of the protective diaphragms of the southern façade of the building was inspired by the geometric

decomposition of the wall decoration of Arabic-Andalusian palaces in Spain. The spiral at IMA

that receives books in the library is a transcription of the Tower of Samarra in Iraq.

We have engaged in transcribing ‘signs’ from Arab culture without ever giving way to the servile

imitation of bad historicist architecture, which always imitates for the wrong reasons. The use of

these signs was surely necessary opposite a jury entirely composed of personalities from the Arab

world. The beauty of this technological poetry used in a functional context received the 1987 Aga

Khan Award.

The technological ‘calligraphy’ of the diaphragms explained the calligraphy of the Arab book to

the French. Though they cannot read these signs they are rendered intelligible by the diaphragms.

In the same manner the silhouette of Paris re-transcribed through the north façade reconciles the

Arab art object with its French setting.

MAGICAL TECHNOLOGY

A few years ago we participated in a competition to design the High School of the Future (pls.

160, 161). It was necessary to imagine a high school specialised in communication located near the

Futuroscope in Poitiers. For Architecture-Studio all architecture must be in harmony with the cul-
ture of its time. The architecture of the past is easy to reproduce. It exists in any library. The archi-
tecture of the future does not exist yet and as such is impossible to represent. All that is left is the

architecture of the present, the most difficult of all. Thus we imagined the future of the present.

The resultant image makes reference to a spaceship. We gave it a fourth dimension, that of moment

in a given time frame; a large disk moves along the main axis of the built triangle. The day of the

high school begins at the moment when the disk begins its long voyage between the courtyard and

its endpoint where it protects the students’ restaurant, which we imagined as the cockpit of the

spaceship. A simple technological system permits the disk to travel through space, creating, in what

is already a magical architecture, a world of amazement that will motivate students to study the

subjects of the visual future.
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with its overhead lighting and is immediately drawn towards the entrance to the courtrooms each

of which is designed with different materials. Copper, wood, marble and cloth become symbolic

of the various jurisdictions represented in the Law Courts. The interior of each courtroom is iden-
tical symbolising the fact that justice must be the same for all. The lighting is natural but indirect.

This is a technology of materials used in the service of equality.

THE TECHNOLOGICAL SPACE FOR TECHNOLOGY

In a so-called ville nouvelle we created a technical high school (pls. 154, 155). A technical high

school is intended to offer students the usual curriculum as well as specific training to prepare them

for a profession. The high school is laid out according to the urban axes of the city. Along the

straight road we created a ‘classical’ building for the general curriculum and along a curved road

we designed a second structure for laboratories and technical training – the whole is enveloped in

an aluminium skin based on industrial models. This is a reuse of a manufactured product in the

service of a technological space for technology.

For projects by Rodo Tisnado/Architecture-Studio, the reader is referred to pls. 154-163.
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152. Michael Sorkin, Ray, one of a series of Beached Houses 
designed for a site in White House, Jamaica, 1989.

153. Michael Sorkin, Weed, Arizona, model of a proposed new town 
on the Colorado River near Yuma, United States, 1994.

154, 155. Architecture-Studio, Jules Verne High School,
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158, 159. Architecture-Studio, Our Lady of the Ark
of the Covenant Church, Paris, France, 1986-1998.

160, 161. Architecture-Studio (Martin Robain, 
Rodo Tisnado, Jean-François Bonne, Jean-François
Galmiche) and F. X. Désert, High School 
of the Future, Jaunay-Clan, France, 1987.

162, 163. Architecture-Studio 
(Martin Robain, Rodo Tisnado, 
Jean-François Bonne, Jean-François Galmiche)
and Jean Nouvel, G. Lezenes and P. Soria,
Arab World Institute, Paris, France, 1981-1987.




